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PROJECT SUMMARY
The capstone project aimed to answer the question how can a theater curriculum help
students process racial injustice? The project itself was a theater curriculum, based
around a backwards map design intended for a project-based high school program. The
Understanding by Design backwards map starts out with the desired results and then
works its way through the assessment evidence and then lastly ends at the learning plan.
The curriculum also leaned on the Minnesota State theater standards which includes
explaining cultural perspectives and creating an original work. The project was created
on Google Slides, and accounts for an entire month-long unit. There are twenty
individualized days that outline the entirety of the unit, including all formative
assessments as well as two summative assessments and their rubrics. The culminating
project researched the history of Blackface theater, the stereotypical stock characters it
invoked and how a playwright of color then used that idea to create an entire play as a
social commentary of a system of oppression. Drawing from a book encouraging
courageous conversations, the project also set norms for the beginning and the end of
class in order for students to remain respectful during difficult subject matter. In addition,
the project included a section where students are to create their own monologues based
on race and perform them for the class as the summative assessment for the unit. Finally,
the project used a self-scoring rubric for students to reflect on their work and grade
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Script for Ward’s Day of Absence
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APPENDIX E
Lesson Planning Materials
Understanding by Design Backwards Map
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Weekly Lesson Plans
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